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“H12 Meets Paper” 
Paper feat. H12, a French Concession art and lifestyle hotel in the 

heart of Shanghai 

 
14 June 2017, Shanghai: H12 launches its first unique art and lifestyle hotel concept in Shanghai. 
The hotel is located on Huaihai Middle Road, a historic landmark block in the heart of the former 

French Concession, featuring five individually designed guest rooms and suites on the 5th floor of 
Paper Shanghai. Paper, is the new communal workspace, social club and private oasis for the 

modern thinker. “We have always been very excited about Shanghai, and we are happy to find the 
perfect partner in Paper, they share our vision on “art of life” hotels with exceptional personalized 
services in the most iconic place in Shanghai”. says Walter Junger, Founder and CEO of H12. 

 
Huang Peipei, the Founder of Paper says, “We are glad to cooperate with H12.  H12 owns and 

operates exclusive hotels and resorts with highly advanced and individualized management 
standards globally. Their unique insights into art hotels will be beneficial to Paper, creating a perfect 

match between the old French Concession heritage warehouse in a small original 1930’s lane and 
12 local and global artists featured”. The façade of the building is tiled with beautiful Italian mosaic 
by BISAZZA, creating an iconic 3D image of a crumpled sheet of paper. Featuring luxury workspaces 

with boutique hotel hospitality and culturally enriched programming, it caters to the modern creative 
professional. Paper feat. H12 offers a truly powerful experience and a culturally stimulating 

environment. 
 
H12 is a high-end brand of the Plateno Group, combining the unique passion of Austria for the 

romance of culture and art with the large Chinese partners’ guest base. It stands for new luxury 
and has gained much recognition not only from its worldwide guests but from the industry itself. 

Walter Junger commented: “In order to fulfill our brand standard, we insist on selecting partners 
with the same ethics. Today, I am very happy to have found our perfect complement in Paper 
through Ms. Huang Peipei. Her team is going to create, together with our hospitality professionals 

and worldwide artists, the most unique art and lifestyle oasis, profiting of the landmark location and 
culture-historical connotation of this enchanted former French Concession area”. 
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H12 

H12 is a global collection of art and lifestyle hotels, that was created with the idea of putting “a bed into an 

art gallery”. H12 works with a concept story of 12 local and international artists for each of its iconic properties 

to create a “Glocal” atmosphere and a stimulating experience. H12 stands for new luxury. No pompous marble 

lobbies and no crystal chandeliers unless hanging from a tree for a romantic dinner for two. The locations are 

remote and spectacular or urban and iconic. The joint venture company, H12 (HK) Ltd. was established, and 

its headquarter was set-up in Hong Kong. At the same time, regional offices were opened in Guangzhou, 

Shanghai, Berlin, Salzburg and Nairobi. Since then, ten management contracts and investment partnerships 

have been signed across four continents. 

 

Paper Shanghai  

Paper is the new communal workspace, social club and private oasis for the modern thinker. For the dreamer 

who seeks structure, the creative who needs tools, and the influencer who wants company, Paper is your 

place.  

 

The Plateno Group  

The Plateno Group is one of the most influential and innovative customer-centric companies in China. The 

group was launched in 2005, and in 2013, it added its first luxury hotels in China. In 2015, after merging with 

Jin jiang International Hotel Group, this partnership owns and manages over 640,000 rooms in 6000 hotels 

across 55 countries. Its loyalty club has over 94 million members.  

 

In 2016 the Lifestyle Lab was created. This high-end collection of exclusive brands aims to cater to the upscale 

traveller who is seeking diverse and exclusive hotel living experiences. The Lifestyle Lab now includes the 

H12, Maison Albar, Ameron, Barcelo and Portofino brands.  
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